
 Heterogeneous mixture  

Flashcard Friday List #2: 
Write each TERM (underlined and in bold) on the FRONT of your flashcard and the definition on the back. 
I will give you a ring clip to keep all of your cards together. When they are finished, place them in your 

student portfolio. 

                 Front of note card      Back of note card 

 

 

1 Heterogeneous mixture (noun): Mixture without a definite composition. It is not uniform, or 

exactly the same, throughout. The different parts CAN BE SEEN! Example: cereal and milk, soil mixed 

with pebbles, plant matter, and sand.  

                                                                       

2 Homogenous mixture (noun): has a definite composition and specific properties. The different 

parts CANNOT be seen. Example: Kool-Aid  

3 Molecule (noun): A group of two (2) or more atoms linked together by sharing electrons in a 

chemical bond. 

4 Atomic Number (noun): The number of protons in the nucleus of an 

atom. In electrically neutral (no charge) atoms, this number is also equal to  

       the number of electrons orbiting around the atom’s nucleus. The atomic  

       number determines its position in the Periodic Table.  

5 Atomic Mass (noun): The mass of a given atom or molecule.     

             Number of protons and neutrons added together. 

 

 

Molecule 
A group of two (2) or more atoms linked 

together by sharing electrons in a 

chemical bond.  
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